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NUMBER 54

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1925

VOLUME XXIV

CADETS
HIGH SCHOOL MEN TO ENTER !UNIVERSITY
ENROLL FOR CMTC
TRACK AND FIELD CONTESTS

Thirteen members of the Montana
| ROTC unit have enrolled for the cit
izens' military training camp, which
opens a t Camp L.ewis, Washington,
Class of 1924 Gives
(June 19, 1925, and closes July 18,
Funds to New Field 1925.
The following men will attend the
camp for advanced students: Ira R.
The class of 1924 gave the balance Ailing, Sidney; Edwin S. Booth, Co
of the class treasury' amounting to manche; Richard M. Davis. Missoula;
| approximately $100, to the Montana Stephen Hanson,.Lewistown; Alvin J.
Alumni Challenge Athletic field in | Lucke, Havre; William C. Orton,
Butte; Robert P. Rea, Sidney; May
the form of a donation as a result of nard, Torrence, Butte; John W. Winaction taken at a recent meeting of ninghoff, Philipsburg, and James II.
members of the class residing in Mis Powell of Missoula.
Erwin P. Britell. Whitefish; Harold
soula and attending the University.
Kirk Badgley, student auditor, who Wr. Rhode. Butte; and Thomas F.
Ilniiies,
Clinton, will take training at
has been in custody of the funds, was
authorized to turn them over to the the basic camp, which is made up of
students
who are not taking special
alumni corporation.
or advance military work at their uni
versities. Men in the advanced course
get 70 cents a day with board, room
. and clothing while the men at the
I basic camp get only board, room and
j clothing.

O -------------------------- :-----

More Entries Are Expected
Today; Ticket Campaign
Ended Yesterday

• Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of the
Ijiterscholastic gommittee-, hail ’re
ceived at a late hour yesterday lists
of contestants from 80 Montana high
schools entering 404 contestants.
Last year 467 contestants from 87
schools entered the meet. The lists,
however, are not complete ns several
entries from distant parts of the state
have not yet been heard from,” Dr.
Rowe said. "Without a doubt the
number of contestants will pass those
of last year. Already there are more
schools entered and with the final list
of contestants due today the commit
tee believes the new list will surpass
that of the. 21st Interscholastic.”
Represented in the list of 89 schools
are 342 athletic entries to compete in
the various track and field events, 45
girl declaimers and 17 boy declaimers.
The entries received and tabulated
last night were from the following Annual Declamatory Contest Will
schools: Alberton, Anaconda, BainBe Held at High School
ville, Barber, Beaverhead county (Dil
Thursday Night
lon), Bear Greek, Belfry, Belgrade,
Belmont, Big Sandy, Sweet Grass
county (Big Timber). Billings. BridgThe twenty-second annual Inter
er. Browning, Butte, Butte Central,
Camas Prairie, Cascade (City), Ches scholastic Declamatory contest will
ter, Chinook, Circle, Carbon county
be held Thursday, May 14, according
(Red Lodge), Columbia Falls, Cor
vallis. Culbertson, Chouteau county to Professor E. L. Freeman, who has
(Fort Benton), Custer county (Miles j charge of the contest.
Sixty-four entries have been re
City), Darby, Edgar, Fergus county
(Lewistown), Flathead county -(Kal- ceived by Professor Freeman up to
spell), Florence, From berg. Gallatin date. Of those, 46 are girls and 20
»unty (Bozeman), Geyser, Glasgow, boys. "The registration is incom
Granite county (Philipsburg, Har- plete.” said Mr. Freemah, “as there
lin, TTarlowton, Havre, Hamilton, will be Oj few additions. The registra
Tngomar, Inverness. Joliet, Jordan, tion is- about equal to that of last
Tudith Gap, Klein, Lavina, Lincoln year, (16 entering the preliminaries in
,'onnty (Eureka , Loyola (Missoula , 1924.”
"A new system will be used this
Moulder, Manhattan, Missoula. Moore,
Nashua, Park county (Livingston, year in .dividing the contestants,” said
’lains, Poison, Powell county (Deer Mr. Freeman, “the declamations be
iodge). Roberts, Roundup, Saco, Sa ing classed as humorous or serious.”
iled Heart academy (Missoula), Shel- Five prizes will be given to the girls,
y, Sheridan, Simms, Stevensville, three places in the s.erlous declama
•tockett Superior, Terry, Thompson tions and two in the humorous. The
Tails, Three Forks, Townsend, Teton boys will receive three prizes, two
aunty (Choteau), Victor, White- places for the serious and one for the
lulphur Springs. Wibaux, Willow humorous.
“The English department has made
’reek, Winnett, Wolf Point, Denton,
Jlyde Park, Great Falls, Virginia an effort to supply the Montana high
Mty. Baker. Grass Range, Mount St. schools with fresh material,” said
| Mr. Freeman. “Selections such as
/harlcs (Helena) and Augusta.
Dr. Rowe wishes to stress the sav- ‘Spartagus to the Gladiators’ and ‘The
lg to be made in buying season tick- Return of Regulus* have been over
ts at $2.50 each, instead of paying used by many high schools.”
The preliminary contest will be
eparate admission prices to each
ay’s events, the total amounting to held Thursday morning at 9:30, the
contestants being divided into groups
onsiderable more in that case.
Last night at the Chamber of Com- of five to seven each. The finals will
lerce building, the members of the be given Thursday night, a t 8:15, in
!hamberfs athletic committee and the Missoula high school auditorium.
Mildred Cameron of Gallatin ^Coun
ty high school took first place for the
(Condoned on Page 4)
girls last year, and Kenneth Niles of
Park County high school first for the
boys.

STATE DECLAMATION
CONTEST IS CHANCED \Art Frat Returns

I T U YEAR BOOK
HAS HOVEL DESIGNS

MUSIC LOVERS HEAR
FORMER CO-ED PLAY

Picture Exhibit to
Respective Owners
The Delta Phi Delta art exhibit,
which has been on display in the Fine
Arts studio since ecrly last quarter,
will reach its respective owners' in
the schools of the middle west within
the next few days. Beta, the local
chapter of Delta Phi Delta, national
are fraternity, which has sponsored
.the exhibit in Missoula, shipped the
various drawings and paintings in sep
arate groups yesterday.
I t is part of the work of the na
tional secretary of the fraternity to
collect an a rt exhibit twice a year in
which the various local chapters of
the fraternity are represented. The
exhibit then rotates through the chap
ters. The plan helps to keep them in
closer touch with one another and
shows what each has done.
The chapters represented in the ex
hibit sent to Missoula this year are:
Alpha, Lawrence; Kansas; Theta.
Delaware, Ohio; Iota, Athens, Ohio;
Kappa. Grand Forks. North Dakota;
Lambde. Des Moines. Iowa; Zeta. Chi
cago, Illinois; Gamma, Minneapolis,
Minnesota; and Epsilon, Topeka, Kan
sas. Beta, the local chapter, was the
last to receive the display. Another
exhibit is expected within a short
time.

LAW LIBRARY GETS
BOOKS FROM ABROAD
A Hundred and Ten New Volumes
Are Added to Law Sohool
Library Collection

| Dorothy Talbot, former University
“As our laws and interpretations
"Montana's year book will carry
student, gave a musical recital in | closely follow those of England we
any new features this year that have
Bntte
Tuesday
evening,
which
was
borrow
many old court cases from
tver been presented before,” accordig to Louis Stevens, editor of the very well received by Butte music them to study,” said Miss Lois James,
|
librarian
of the Law school, in a relovers, according to reports received
)25 Sentinel.
"One of the main features will be in Missoula. She was accompanied by [cent explanation of the 110 new vol[
umes
just
added to their library.
Miss
Katherine
Meagher,
popular
ie cover, which arrived Thursday,
he same subjects that have been singer. A few of the pieces played These late volume were ordered by
Dean
C.
W.
Leaphsrt from a Cana
ted in former years will occupy the by Miss Talbot were: Sarabande by I
ver, that is. Main hall tower and Bach, Spoon River and County Derry dian firm and shipped from England.
The
Selden
Society Publications
e pine cone border, bat a new color by Grainger, Arabeaque by Debussy,
heme has been instituted. The and Concerto in D Minor by Rubin consists of 40 volumes of English
stein.
cases
classified
according to court
ver has a background of copper red,
procedures, public works, trading com
ith Main hall tower done in silver,
panies,
town
documents,
etc. These
id the remainder of the design print* j
Cases date back as far as 1200 A. D.,
in gold, making an attractive dia* Prom P rogram Is
ly of the University colors.
and have recently come to light
"The 1925 Sentinel has also been
Nearly Complete through this society of lawyers, and
pyrighted, which has never been
have been translated.
ne in former years.
Seventy volumes make up the
“With the development of present
"Although it will take 11 days to plans the program for the Junior statutes, law cases of England col
n the Sentinel through the presses, Prom will be even better than last lected and revised by the government.
d despite the .fact that* the printers year,” said Marcia Patterson, presi- These cases were all passed upon by
ve just started to set the type, it | dent of the junior class, yesterday. the higher courts. The statutes be
hoped that the book will be in the The Prom will be held Saturday, May gin with Magna Charta and date to
hds of the students by Class day.” J13, in the men's gymnasium.
the end of the eleventh parliament of
Thus far the plans include favors England. Originally court cases were
for the women, refreshments, an reckoned by the reigns of various
an-Hellenic Dance
eight-piece orchestra, and a new fea kings, these statutes being dated this
ture in the assistance of girls from way as well as by years.
to Be Held Tonight the Bishop School of Dancing, in the Books of the Law school are not
crowning of the Prom Queen. The purchased by the same fund as books
result of the Prom Queen election
The Pan-Hellenic Formal, annual will be announced the night ✓ of the in the University library. Countless
volumes are donated to them, and an
U given by the women's Greek let- dance.
endowment of $4,000 has been set
r organizations of the campus, will
The Prom was previously dated for aside by Mrs. W. W. Dixon to main
held tonight in the GreeUough park May 2, hut was postponed because it tain a professorship and to add new
vilion. There is a mandate against was impossible to obtain the orchestra books to the library. I t was from this
on that night.
fund that the recent volumes were
were, but taxis will-not be barred,
The ticket sale will begin next | purchased.
,*ording to Marian Prescott, man-' week.
er. The music will be furnished by
GRADUATE IN HAWAII
eight-piece orchestra, and Gretchen
THREE FAIL TO FILE j
IS PROUD FATHER
ates is in charge of decorations.
I stray Greek women arc’invited to
The petitions of Jack Norvell for, Word lias been received that Jack
end.
president. Beulah Gagnon for vice- H. Hill, ’19, is the father of a daugh
Patrons and patronesses will be president and Woodard Dutton for ter. horn April 19. Hill has been
and Mrs. It. II. Jesse. Dr. and Kuimin editor which were signed yes teaching school for the past two years
s. C. H. Clapp. Mr. anti Mrs. E. L terday were not filed up until late this at. Lihue on the island of Kauki,
eenian. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Miller, afternoon, according to Winifred Wil Hawaii. He married an American girl
1 Dean Harriet R. Sedman.
son, secretary of the ASUM.
who was teaching on the island.

I------------------- -----------------------------PRESIDENT CLAPP GOES TO
HOSPITAL
President C. II. Clapp suffered
a severe attack o{ rheumatism last
Tuesday night and after a day’s
confinement a t his home, during
which time he suffered greatly, he
was removed Wednesday afternoon
to the Northern Pacific hospital to
receive treatment.
According to reports received
yesterday the president was some
what better and much of the pain
had subsided. Although the afflic
tion is quite painful there is no
cause for alarm, and Dr. Clapp ex
pects to he taking care of his
duties within the next few days.

IS AWS PRESIDENT

Inrciu Patterson will serve ns I
o
president of AWS for the coining year
a result of a general election held Honorary Society
Sweet, to Run In Special 100
Wednesday, May 8. Lillian Bell,
n
, r \m
Yard Dash; Joie Ray Will
e je c ts U ttic e rs
Feature Meet
Catherine Kiely, and Sammie Graham
ceived the majority vote for vicepresident, secretary, and treasurer re
Members of Alpha Kappa Psi elect Coach Jim Stewart and a squad of
spectively. Marian Fitzpatrick will e<V Donald Buckingham, president;
J.
II. Davies, secretary; Lynn Van seven athletes left yesterday morning
be May Queen.
for
Seattle, where they will take part
Zandt, vice-president; L. Solberg.
The number of votes cast were ns treasurer, and II. Dunn, diary corre in the sixth annual relay carnival to
follows:
be
held
under the auspices of the
spondent, to serve for the coming year |
Marcia Patterson, 261; Elizabeth
at a luncheon at the Blue Parrot University of Washington Saturday.
Kilroy, 121; Lillian Bell, 195; Betty
The
men
who are making the trip
Wednesday noon. * J. Loveless will
Custer, 86; Catherine Kiely, 254;
represent Omicron chapter of Alphi are Coach Stewart, A1 Blumenthal,
Jessie Partridge, 76; Sammie Graham,
Thaddeus
Lowary,
Arnold Gilette,
Kappa Psi at the national convention
287; Elsie Eminger, 154; Marian
held from June 19-22 in Radisson Inn, Homan Stark, Russel Sweet, Clarence
Fitzpatrick, 127; Doris Kennedy, 115;
Coyle
and
Milton
Ritter.
They will
Excelsior. Minnesota.
Pledging of
Henrietta Wilhelm, 85.
the fraternity was also discussed dur arrive in Seattle Friday morning and
The officers will assume their du ing the luncheon.
go to the stadium for a workout F ri
ties at the next meeting of the exec
day afternoon.
utive board Tuesday evening. Formal
Sweet in Special 100
installation will take place at the
Russel Sweet will compete in the
Faculty Recommends 151 Lantern
parade to be held some time
special 100-ynrd dash. Russ, who has
Students for Degrees; 59 Ilater because of the delay of caps and
j done the distance in 9.3, is expected
for Certificates
gowns.
to break the tqpe ahead of a fast field
of entries. A 16-inch cap will be
given the winner of this race.
A1 Blumenthal. in his first year of
The faculty committee, on admis
collegiate competition at Montana,
sion and registration recommended
|
Many Students Submit Contributions should take a place in the special shotthat the faculty accept 151 seniors
put event. A cup will be given to the
for Contest; Winning Poem to
as candidates for degrees and certifi
winner of this event also.
Appear in Frontier
In 'th e half-mile relay Montana is
cates at the end of the spring quarter,
expected to make a strong showing
with the provision that they complete I Two months ago they were pledged.
with Stark leading off, R itter run
their requirements in accordance with Yesterday afternoon at 5 o’clock they I “My Life Lies Grand Among the
ning second. Coyle third, and Sweet as
the rules of the faculty. The list, were initiated. One hour later they Hills,” a poem written by Elsie anchor man to finish the sprint. The
together with credits in major subject each held an office in Theta Sigma McDownll. English major *26, received medley relay team will consist of
the first award from Hie judges of the Sweet running the 220, Ritter the
and total credits, follows:
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts Phi, national women’s journalism fra Joyce Memorial contest, according to quarter. Lowary doing the half, and
an announcement made by Professor Gilette as anchor man pacing the last
Biology: Adams, Helen, 64, 189; ternity.
Adams, Opal, 60, 191; Beckwith. An
Winifred Wilson, Billings, is pres IT. G. Merriam of the English depart three laps.
na, 61, 195; Behner, Dorothy, 45, ident; Genevieve Murray, Missoula, is ment yesterday. “The Song of the
Judging by the showing made
196%; Janies, Opal, 66, 188; Pease, vice-president; Ann Nilson, Great Volga” by Joseph Cochran, ’27, and against the Cougars last week, Mon
“Champion Plus,” written by Jesse ta n a athletes ought to give a good
Gertrude, 63, 188.
Botany: Cramer, Mary (M rs.),'52, Falls, is treasurer, and Mary Angland, Lewellen, were awarded second and account of themselves in Seattle.
Great Falls, is secretary of Theta third places respectively. Twenty- W.S.C. was heralded as having one
1S7; Larsen, Esther, 67, 210.
Chemistry: Koch, W alter W., 60, Sigma Phi for the coming year. The one contributions written by 17 stu of the strongest teams in the eon*''
ference.
190; Kvalnes, Ilamline M., 60, 100; retiring officers of the fraternity are: dents were entered in the contest.
Two poems written-by D’Arcy DalilOliver, Roberto, 61, 182; Windus,
Ail Schools Represented
Margaret Anderson, Chicago, presi berg. ex ’25, “The Mountain” and
Wallace, 60. 206.
All the schools of the North Pacific
Economics and Sociology: Burke, dent; Myrtle Shaw, Butte, vice-presi “Cycle.” were given second and sixth conference will be represented a t the
Marion T., Jr., 45, 194; Churchill, I dent; Ellen Garvin, Butte, treasurer; (place respectively, but because the carnival. Oregon is sending a crack
author is not registered in school this four-mile team to the meet and is
Bernard F., 42, 187; Dragstedt, Rob Lurena Black, Butte, secretary.
quarter th e work could not be placed. ■supposed to have a fairly good twoert, 64. 186; Fergus. Clark K.. 49,
Theta Sigma Phi held initiation in
“Alone,” a poem by the winner of mile quartet. O.A.C. will send entries
ISO; Gibson, Emery, 45, 210; Smith,
Roderick S.. 71. 193; Watson, Ches the Journalism building yesterday'aft the contest, was awarded fourth place.! for the medley event. Washington,
ter. 52, 197; Wedum, Arnold G.. 49, ernoon a t 5 o’clock for the pledges, and “Birds’ Eggs,” a sketch by Gen- j who has won the S80-yard run for
188; Wei ton, Harry E.. 51, 203%; who are now the officers. The initi evieve Murray, journalism major, *27, the past two years, will have a crack
received fifth place. Sixth place went half-mile team in the field, and South
Williams, Bert, 50, 189%.
ation was followed by a dinner at the j
to Gertrude MeStravick, English ma ern California is sending a medley
Education: Bye, Bertha L. (Mrs.).
Blue Parrot, at which time election I jor, *28, for her essay “On Gather
47. 181; Bye. John O., 43, 181; Tay
foursome and a sprint relay team,
of officers was held.
ing Pussywillows.” “A Sketch,” writ Stanford and the University of Cal
lor. 48%, 191%.
The fraternity had adopted n new ten by John F. Ryan, forestry major, ifornia are attending a meet in the
English: D avis, Olive E.. 65. 193;
Garver, Jeanette, 53, 186; Graves, eligibility standard for the future, *27, received seventh place.
east and will not be represented at
The winning poem received seven the carnival,
Erma L., 66, 188; Holly. Frances E., making it necessary for women to
61. 188; James. Ruby M., 67, 186; have a B average in their major de firsts, two seconds, two thirds and a
Joie Ray, America's premier dis
Linn, John, 59, 197; McGregor, Helen, partment before they' can be pledged. i fourth from the judges. This is the tance runner, will be the big attrac
j most .unanimous decision given in the tion of the relays. He will run in a
67, 187; McLeod, Helen, 56, 192;
last six years. It will be printed special mile event, giving good handi
Morris, Edna, 55, 186; Owen, Helen
In the May issue of the Frontier. caps to several of the coast’s best
A., 56. 193%; Robinson, Valentine,
Cochran’s “Song of the Volga” and distance men.
63, 193; Schoenborn. Mary, 67. 191;
Lewellen’s “Champion Plus” appeared
The team will return on Northern
Woodard, Miriam, 65, 187; Wright,
in
the March issue of the Frontier.
Helena M., 67, 187.
| Pacific No. 4 Sunday evening, May 10,
The contest was judged by two
Fine Arts: Cramer, Mary, 57, 187;
instructors from the Journalism
Coates, Gretchen, 65, 187; Kurtsahn,
school, seven English instructors,
Peggy H. (Mrs.), 50, 183%; Modlin,
Mrs.
C.
H. Clapp, Professor
Josephine, 62, 187.
French: Boileau. Violet M., 49, Annual Pull to Bo Held as W. A. Bateman and Mr. French F er
Added
Feature
of
guson of the Missoula Missoulian.
189; Buzzetti, Dona L., 49, 188; H ar
Intorsoholastlo
Other contestants may learn the
ris, Margaret. 55, 202; Ross, Ethel,
49, 195.
rating of their contributions by call- >
ing at Mr. Merriam’s office. Writings
' Geology: Rowe, Royle C., 60, 187.
History and Political Science: Al
The annual tug-of-war between the | will be returned at his office.
I Governor J . E. Erickson and other
lan, Elizabeth, 63, 198; Bates, Dor sophomores and the freshmen will be
members of the state board of edu
othy, 54, 195; Beck, Esther, 64, a feature of the Interscholastic track
190%; Browne, Keith, 66, 202%; meet. The contest will be held at STATION KUOM TO AIR cation will meet in Missoula next
Tuesday, according to word received
Day, Hazel, 48, 188%; Dickson, Elva, the Van Buren street slough either
RESULTS
BY
EVENTS
•on the campus yesterday.
53, 188; Dion, Marie, 45, 190; Kelly, Thursday or Friday. Announcement
The other members of the board
Frank, 58, 213; Mertz, Gustav, 60, of the exact date will be made in the
Results of each event in the In
180; Prescott, Marion, 49, 18C.
Tuesday Kairnin.
terscholastic track meet will be broad are: L. A. Foote, attorney general;
Home Economics: Corkill, Julia
The presidents of the classes have cast over KUOM directly from Dorn- May Trumper, superintendent of pub
M., 70, 192; Fillipi, Libbie, 55, 187%; appointed the following teams:
blaser field both Thursday and Friday lic instruction; J. IT. T. Ryman, Mis
Munro, Helen E., 57, 195; Rowe,
Sophomores—Leonard Young, cap-! afternoons, according to Professor G. soula; Sydney Sanner, Butte; Charles
Elizabeth, 51. 206%.
tain; Albert Bluraenthal, DeWitt D. Shallenberger,, head of the radio II. Foot, Robert C. lin e, W. B.
Law: McDonnell. A. Ronald, 65, Johnson, Alex Stephantsoff, Bob Nof- department. A relay of announcers Rhoades, W. S. Davidson, Bozeman;
186; McGuire, Virginia. 92, 188; Mur singer, Clark Whitcomb, B urtt Smith, will aid those operating the station. John Dietrich, Helena, and Frank
Eliel, Dillon.
ray. Frank, 93%, 186%.
Jimmie Graham, Andy CogsweAl, Joe
During their visit to the campus
Library Economy: Beckwith, Alice Cochran, Russell Stabern, Eddie
they will make an inspection tour of
M.. 45. 234; Kennedy, Helen, 43, Reeder, Jack Dimond.
189%; Partoll, Lena, 44, 188.
the University buildings. The mem
Freshmen —• Curtis Rrittenham, May Fete Profits
of the board will also be enter
Mathematics: Hall, Raymond A., captain; Louis Vierhus, Harold Bailey,
Will Go to Field bers
tained at a special breakfast at South
45, 189; Mohrherr, Esther, 45, 198.
Sam Kain, Leonard Brewer, Joe Girihall Tuesday morning, so as to give
Music: Fleming, Mary, 65, 190; atana, Gordon Gognlien, Gordon
Sykes, Verline, 65, 181%.
Squires, Les Colby, Lee Mains, Ken
The Executive board of AWS voted them the opportunity of seeing the
dormitory kitchen and dining room in
Physical Education: Baptist, Win neth Liskum, and Bus Kiesel. Ten
ifred, 61, 487%; Dykins, Dora, 58, men will he selected from each of at their last meeting to turn over the action.
profits made through May Fete to the
199; Fitzpatrick, Marian, 61, 192; these lists.
McRae, Catheryn, 61, 186; Rector,
Alumni Challenge Athletic Field fund, i
Dorotlia, 61, 203; White, Dorothy,
It was recommended that each repre Inter-Church Pastor
MATH CLUB ELECTS
61. 186%.
TEN TO MEMBERSHIP sentative bring the proposition to her|
Phychology: Leary, Marie M., 47,
Goes to Lewistown ‘
group
for consideration, before a final
201; Pollard. Clarence, 45,191; Smith,!
Ten new members were elected to
Bessie A., 40, ISO.
ite be taken at the next meeting of
William L. Young, the inter-church
Spanish: Lebkicher, Virginia, 50, the Mathematics club at its meetiifg
e board.
186 Lukens, Helen. 54, 195; Mac- Wednesday evening in the Natural
The organization pledged $10 to the University pastor, will leave tomor
Raymond Hall
Keen, Florence B., 40, 186 Reynolds, Science building.
teran memorial fund and discussed row for Lewistown, Montana, where
Helen M., 65, 187; Vogel, Margaret, spoke on Ampere, the noted mathe
tins for the annual picnic to be held he will make four addresses over the
week-end, at the invitation of Rev
55, 184; Wilhelm, Henrietta, 52, 187; matician and physicist, and Pat Sugmetirne after track week.
erend Evert Top, pastor of the First
rue discussed BOyle, who was also a
Wilson, Anna B.t 60, 197.
Presbyterian church there.
For the begree of Bachelor of Arts famous mathematician. Refreshments
Mr. Young will address the congre
were served t the close of the meet- CLARK ADDS LATIN
in Business Administration
FOR
SUMMER
STUDY
gations of the Methodist and Pres
Bryson, Ruth, 53, 192; Dahlberg,
byterian churches, will talk to the
The new members include Miss
George P., 58, ISO; Fenn, Susan E.,
"Latin will be taught in the sum Young People’s society, and will speak
04, 189; Gallagher, Karl W., 54, 181; Grith of the Missoula high school;
Gordon, Ben, 58, 186; Hubbcr, Ger Gertrude Co away and Helen Dtthl- mer session of the Foreign Language at a Mothers day program. In his
department.”
said Professor W. P. address he expects to present the
trude, 55, ISO; Iludtloff, Martin J., berg of Butt e, Helen Leib of Cardj%3, 187; Leslie, Maybelle J., 57, 200; well, Leslie Petery o Fortine an<l Clark in an announcement yesterday. program of religious education at the
He rill return to
According
to
Mr. Clark the course Sta
<Lovless. Jay B., 63, 188; Mengon, Glen Henry, Belle We llington, LawAlice, 55, 188; Needham, Vern W., renee Potncj , Hazel Blacklei and will be especially airranged for teach- Missoula Monday.
language
esire
the
era
who
not
only
d
<
56, 187; Quinn. L. B.. 55. 187%; Mary Brown, all of Missoula.
but wadt the me Hiod of tCJK-liing it. | Presidiilit and Mrs. C\ II. Clapp,
Steele, Lucille, B., 64, 191; Tintinger,
ire rat lire in Eng- j Dean Iluim et Sedmain. and Mrs. Theo(Maire Twohe.v passed the week-end
Lincoln, 55, ISO.
nglit by 1Professor| dore Bra ntly were guests for dinner
in Butte visiting Helen Carmen, a for
r
school ftension. | nt Craig hall Wednesday evening.
Clark
in
the
sumnie
mer University student.
(Continued on Page 3)

MANY SENIORS

JOYCE JUDGES AWARD
PRIZE JO M’DOWALL

Theta Sigs Initiate
A nd Elect Officers j
For Ensuing Year\

FROSH-SOPHS NAME
TUG OF WAR TEAMS

GRVERNSR ERICKSON
WILE VISIT CAMPUS

THE

2

M O N T ANA

K A 1 M1 N

Friday, May 8, 1926

Hon to minor details—including the
boozy leer and the tobacco-stained
chin—that he carried the disgust of
the andience as much as though he i
“Forget your cares
were Andrew himself.
Major Turns Down Bovine
Publishtd semi-weekly by 11ie Associated gtodents of
And
for
a
little
while,
“Pierrot in Paris.” written by Colin
the University of Montana,
•
Recruit
Read what you see below
Campbell Clements, ami directed by
And try to smHe.”
| Helen Walsh, waa, as a play, decidedly j
Entered as wcond Hast m atter at Missoula, Montana,
third-rate. Clements very obviously
under act of Con grew■ of March 3, W79
tried for a Lord Dunsany effect, but struck one-thirty when Jay parked
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j be succeeded in doing nothing bat I bis car and started for his downy bed
I leave his play hopelessly in the air j in the ROTC building. He had been
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j when the curtain felL The symbolism to a dance and was just about walk THE DRAMA Of A GIRL MWO HUM
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othy Dali.
crunch of the monster’s jaws. What
A Scotchman gave a waiter a tip.
“The Maker of Dreams,” by Oft-j could it be? Who was it devouring?
The horse los{.
pbant Down, and directed by Julia A thousand questions flashed into
On Meeting Trains
Woolfolk, was fairly entertaining. Jay’s mind as he stood speechless and
The Interscholastic
“I never felt so put out in my life,”
Martin Coen, as Pierrot, did some immobile in front of the door.
said the drunk, as he was thrown from
There was an odor, too, that
good work, but he missed a number
E HAVE been severely criticized the dance hall.
HE twenty-second annual luterscholof opportunities to really interpret brought strange jthoughts to his mind
from several sources for an edit
his lines. M argaret Veeaer played like a man seeing a panorama of his
nstic starts next week. During a peri
No,
Nora
orial that appeared in a recent is
the part of Pierrette, and Laverne life just before death. Such was the
Robin Hood was not Little Red Campbell that of The Maker of
od of four or five days it is to be our
effect on Joy. Green fields, content
sue of the Kaimin on meeting the trains.
Ridinghood’s daddy.
privilege to entertain hundreds of Mon
Dreams.
ed cows, chickens and pigs. He saw
While some of the comments were hardly
all these things.
tana high school students at a meet that is
Polite—
-“I’m
afraid
you’re
in
the
worthy of serious consideration there were
Moo-o-o-o! The noise rumbled out
wrong seat, sir.”
rated as being the second largest inter
of the building.
one or two in particular that commanded Tough—“You needn’t be afraid un
scholastic in the world. More high schools
“I t ’s a cow” Jay shouted gleefully
less pou insist on having it.”
our attention.
as he rushed into the building; And
will be represented this year than ever be
We felt then, as we do now, that every
sure enough it was—tied to the
Pious Polly Sez:
fore. The success of the meet from the
Major’s door.
■*?
Montana student should have been on hand “I think itths jutht horrible that
high school and financial viewpoints is as
Sparks has been notified.
to greet the team upon its arrival here from they called that play ‘The Damned
sured.
Pullman. It is not, to be sure, a matter of Lie.’ There ith altogether too much
The Interscholastic gives us our groat
Ihwearing going on on the camputh.”
Members of the Montana Masquers REGISTRAR CALLS
school spirit to meet any athletic team,
opportunity to serve Montana. We are col
completely reorganized at o meeting
FOR YELLOW SLIPS
whether it happens to win or lose, for Small Boy—“Say, Grandma, will
in the University auditorium last
lectively and individually responsible for
school spirit to our minds rarely can be yon help me with this ’rithmatic prob night, and planned a subsidiary organ Yellow slips from instructors are
the impression Montana makes upon our
lem?”
judged by an outburst of popular enthusi Grandma— would, dear, but I ization, which wvould include adl those due in the registrar’s office Monday,
future Grizzlies. They will watch you and
who take part in dramatics a t the Uni May 11, according to word given out
asm. It would be ridiculous, accordingly, don’t think it would be right.”
versity.
judge Montana by your actions. While our
the registrar’s office.
to say that anyone who stayed at home and Small Boy — “Well, perhaps it There will be stricter rules for byThe
slips will be forwarded to the
guests arc with us, Montana is for sale.
wouldn’t, but take a whirl at it for
membership in the Masquers: a part students next week or the week fol
“ pounded his ear” (and that, in this luck and see.”
You must sell her, her traditions, her his
in a major production will not merit lowing the Interscholastic.
case included practically the entire student
membership.
The Masquers will
tory, her progress, her future. Salesmen
Sayings of the Sage
body) was lacking in his or her share of
can seldom secure a product as warranted
A rolling bone gathers no moss— choose new members on the basis of
NOW PLAYING
ability and entirely from the subsid
school spirit. We do feel, however, that it unless you make your point.
and guaranteed.
iary organization, which will produce
HARRY CAREY
was the duty of every student to meet the
Keep Montana students for Montana!
all
one-act
plays.
They
will
be
a
part
in
The Absontminded Prof
train—purely a duty with no sentimental
“Beyond the Border”
his hair with his Gillette of the organization, and will take the
prerequisites whatever attached to it. Our andBrushed
preliminary steps toward its forma
stropped his comb. *
tion. The members of the organiza
athletes are representing us as students,
Be a Citizen
tion will choose a name for it later.
Our Girl
and not the University of Montana as a
The Masquers decided to vote on
She’s so tender hearted she won’t
officers for the coming year at the
|* |t VERY student at Montana should bo name. In turn for the hours of personal even kill time.
dinner-dance
at the Palace hotel May
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
P j vitally interested in»the coming pri- sacrifice that any athletic activity requires,
IB. Those who have been nominated
The Frugal Poet
Jack London’s
maries and election. The ASUM is it seems to us that the least the student It so tight
are: For president, Ed Heilman and
he won’t write free
Bob H arper; vice-president Nelson
the student governing body and will, rel body can do is make the only payment that verse.
Fritz and Dan Harrington; secretary
atively speaking, function as a govern they can, and that necessarily must be in
with
and treasurer, Clara Dell Shriver.
'
Preacher
(with
great
emotion)—
Tom Moore
ment in proportion to the interest shown the form of appreciative demonstrations. “Thus we go up and up until we Professor George W. Cronyn, director
To say the very fact that the students reach the pinnacle.”
Pauline Stark
of the Masquers appointed an exec
by its electorate. We all have our own
committee to be responsible for
Wallace Beery
ideas and opinions on student government. were not at the station was sufficient just Man in Audience (waking suddenly) utive
the drawing up of a constitution and
A
vigorous
and refreshing
-“Pinochle!
Who
said
pinochle?
Our ideas differ. Still, many of the loud ification for their not being there, since it Count me in.”
by-laws, and a committee to decide
story of just what the title
says—adventure
upon two designs for a Masquers pin.
est howlers do not interest themselves at evidently was an expression of their per
sonal feelings, seems wrong to us both in A genius is a fellow jvho never was The Masquers will decide upon the
the polls.
“OURGAXG”
the question:
Haircut or best design. The executive commit
and PATHE NEWS
A group such ns ours should register the thought it expresses and for the reason asked
shave ? and who wouldn’t feel natural tee includes: Ed Heilman, chairman;
Helen McGregor, Herbert Graybeal,
Alice W alsh- This is your
one thousand votes. The Monday convoca that it overlooks a very important psycho if he had a crease in his trousers.
pass
Nelson Fritz and Aaron Shull. The
tion will give you an opportunity to size up logical fact. In the first place, to have an
.pin
committee
is
composed
of
Bob
New College Humor
the candidates, choose the platform or per hypothetical example, because politics are We wish to close this little session Harper, chairman, Clara Dell Shriver
by awarding the barbed wire shaving
—at the—
sonality that will best serve your idea and •rotten on the University campus is not, to brush to the guy who insists on spit and Dan Harrington.
our why of thinking, a very ethical reason ting tobacco juice into the coal bucket.
S
M
O
K
E HOUSE
give you a chance to form new' opinions.
Dr. Mary Atwater of Helena and
W IL M A Complete line of
The Kaimin will be glad to publish stu for their being rotten. Politics are just as
Mrs. W. Meagher were dinner guests
JOHNSTON’S CHOCOLATES
The
ROTO
is
offering
bets
of
five
dent reaction on the political situation and much a reflection of student interest! to one that it does not rain Monday. at Craig hall Tuesday.
though undoubtedly not as representative
COMING SUNDAY
the platforms of the candidates.
of the whole student body, as the instance About the only time that some girls
look intelligent is when they are pow
of meeting the trains, and student feeling dering their nose.

The Montana Kaimin

the University and the printing office every
time the issue goes to press?
Pays out of his own pocket for trans
portation and meals a sum that totals be
tween ten and twenty dollars a month?
Is combination editor, information bu
reau and press agent for anyone and every
one on the campus?
It personally responsible for every item
of news that is seen in the paper?
His salary is experience and his glory
is a bound volume of the Kaimin. An
amendment to the ASUM constitution,
proposing a salary for Kaimin editor next
year, will give you an opportunity to rec
tify an existing injustice.
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Do You Know—

HAT the editor of the Kaimin
Puts in more time than any two
other student officers on the campus?
Puts in 20 hours of work every week on
the paper, more time than the average stu
dent. spends in classes during the school
woek?
Ia required to carry the same schedule
that is required of every student ?
I? compelled t<) miss from two to three
classes every week?
Makes four trips back and forth between

■

in this case is obviously not very commend
able. In the second place, we venture a
guess that had someone taken the time and
energy to inform the students that a rally
was to be held at the station on the morn
ing of the train’s arrival, that a consider
able number of them would have been, on
■hand. We criticize the students for not
meeting the train, not because we think
they particularly disliked the job of going,
but rather because they made the mistake
so common to college students, of waiting
for someone to tell them to go.

C olleen M o o re
and

m asquers

Leon Errol

Crandell’s “Pig Head” Gets
Student Praise

ED. HEILMAN
Of the four onc-uct ploys presented
by the Masquers and the class in dra
matic presentation last Wednesday
night, “The Pig-Head," written by
Richard Crandell, and directed by Lois
Allen Williams, was outstandingly the
best. The piece was admirably cast,
and
Mrs. Williams’ directing was done
WT. D.
with rare skill and understanding.
There were flaws in “The Pigeat single advertisement that our high school students coming to visit
school has on its yearly program. It us, th at there is no other'school than llead," but the story was"so gripping,
is big. because each of us is a part Montana. Let’s give our guests (he and so well interpreted by the mem
Next week will mark the twenty- of it. Are we going to make our greatest welcome they have ever bers of the cast, that they were for
second annua) Interscholastic Track rushing week the success that it has known. Let us impress them with gotten, or unnoticed in the dramatic
unwinding of the tale. Robert Myers,
Meet, and with its arrival will come, ( always been? To make it so is to our sincerity, and with our Montana as Calvin Norris, superintendent of
from every part of our state, nearly require the efforts of each individual. spirit. Let’s send them all back home the Yerbeck Mining company, played
1,000 high school boya and girls, who! Every one of ua, faculty, students, knowing there is no greater Univers his part brilliantly. He played a dif
will be our guests for the week—OUUI and employes of the University should ity than Montana.
ficult role with more than professional
R. E. FIELDS, Chairman,
0 ) fR8TS! Are we going to be the be on his toes from the time of the
Student Activity Committee. skill, carrying his audience with him,
moat capable boats that we can be I arrival of the first guest on Monday,
spellbound. Lillian Shaw, interpreting
until the last contestant leaves for his
during that week?
the part of Fanny, Calvin’s wife, was
What should Interacholastic mean! home the latter part of the week.
also very good, displaying a sympathy
Missoula menh in ts and to?vnspeo- Council Postpones
to ua? To tome it will mean a reand
understanding of her role, that
pie
are
doing
gr<•at
vvoirk
to
miike
this
union of friend*, to <others a chance
marks her as material for stellar
to get out of daises for three days. meet a success. We 1I’niversity peoStudent Fund Drive parts
in future major productions.
pie
cannot
merely
alt
by
and
see
all
while to still othera it will provide 1
Everett Patterson, as Orton Norris,
event* o f intensely interesting enter- | this good work being done without
played
his part efficiently, although be
turning
a
hand
t
o
do
that
work
which
The Campus Religious Council de
ta lament All three of these phases
•re right£ but. Is that really what In- has been allotteeJ to us. We are all cided not to inaugurate the student waa a little mechanical in the inter
pretation
of his lines. Louise .Tougha
part
of
the
orgainization
one
biig
tererhola sti«‘ should mean to us? No,
friendship fund campaign on the cam in played the part of Mrs. Norris
it i* not. Beyond this i« a real mean a mi should work for the good of that
wclL
pus
this
school
year
at
a
meeting
of
i
organization.
in*.
“The Damned Lie,” by D’Arcy
Inters hohutic wee'll ia our Unl j Let each of us? resotre, now. to im- j the group held at the home of Wil
vewtUy r ••king week. i t is the great- press upon the mind 'of each of the liam L. Young, the Interchurch Uni Dahlberg, was a gripping piece. Dahlberg’s using a character to give the
versity pastor, Wednesday night.
thoughts passing through the mind of
The entire group, composed of the another character, marks a new de
presidents of the eight denominational parture in dramatics. The story held
ENJOY
PARTIES CAREFULLY
student groups on the campus, is in an unusual interest, although the play
was not as well cast nor as well in-1
PLANNED AND PROEXCLUSIVENESS
accord with the project, but it does
terpreted as it might have been. Fred
AM) QUALITY VIDKD FOR YOU
not feel that such a campaign would IStaat, as Phil Granger, carried his
be successful this quarter.
I t is part weil. although he was not the j
hoped, however, that the way will I physical type for the role. Dorothy]
he d e a r for such a move in the fall. Behner. playing the part of Winifred
441 Daly Avenue
«»> campaign is part
j Smith, was realistic. Perhaps the I
toveoenl among the u
nd uni- j best acting in the play waa that done |
CHICKEN DINNER I TRY THE CHIMNEY
entries of the United
j by John Ryan, who carried the part |
EVERY THURSDAY j CORNER SPECIAL
tnds for the needy si
of Eu- of Wilton Granger. Phil's brother, j
Spacial R itas to Students
ope. It is distinctly :
lent fc I Nelson Fritz, as Big Andrew, the]
score money from at
o help j drunken half-breed, carried his part ]
indents, according to
(so realistically, and with such atten-1
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‘‘ S A L L Y ”
The Sensation of the Year

M o th e r-

Communication

-T H E CHIMNEY CORNER

Electric Cooking
•s'

—clean
—convenient
—economical

Send her a greeting
often, but especially on
Mother’s Day. It's May
10th.

Sm ith’s Drug Stores

Missoula Public Service Co.
For Good Laundry Service
y/
Telephone 48

WhySuffer?
Two or three days waiting for a broken lense to be
replaced when we have a surface grinding plant here
in Missoula? No need for a prescription.
We fit, make and repair glasses; nothing else, but
we do this one thing welL

Florence Laundry Co.
UR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP

(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine H air Cutting Ia Our Specialty
Thompson L Marlenes, Props.

Missoula Laundry Co.

BAR N ETT OPTICAL CO.
129 East Cedar

i/

P h o n e 53

We Do Ordinary Mending
and Darning

THE
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TOGIVEOIGDANCE

Will GBflDUflTE

The Montana Masquers will give
their dinner-dance May 18, a week
(Continued from Page 1)
later than was originally intended,
Professor George W. Cronyn, director
For the Degree of Bachelor of
of the Masquers, announced yester
Science in Forestry
day. The Montanans will play for the
Bitney. Raymond H., 124, 219;
dance, and the place for the affair Brown, Linnell W., 104, 225; Centerhas been changed to the Palace hotel. wall, Willard, 124, 209; Cramer, John
Those who have been invited to join A., 115, 199; Fields, Ralph E., 135,
the Masquers in the strictly informal 202; Hicks, Harold Wheeler, 88, 208;
event are the members of the Uni Lee, Bernard, 118, 195; Rowland,
versity Glee dub, the^Art League, and Thomas, 118, 204%.
the class in Dramatic Presentation, For.the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
and all those who have taken any part
in Journalism
in the one-act plays or in the carnival.
Anderson, Margaret, 62,199; Black,
Any member of the six groups may Lurena, 80, 190; Corbly, Vivian, 91,
bring a gnest, but all are urged to 191; Crandell, Richard F., 82, 186;
come regardless. The charge is $1 Garvin. Ellen. 89, 186; Guthrie,!
a plate, and reservations should lx* j Charles, 75, 189; Johnson, Fern, 63,
made with Helen McGregor.
200; Kennedy. Doris M., 85, 190;
The guests for the evening are Mr. k ^ r t in , Fred, gO, 186%; Mohrherr,
and Mrs. DeLoss Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Ufnebelle, 59, 195; Neill, Ralph W., 66,
W. G. Bateman, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. h s 9 ; Seipp. Harold, 66, 181; Shaw, Ames Talks at O pen
Merriam, Nicholas Kaltchns and N. J. JMyr tie? 87, 192; Wayman, Miriam E.
Forum on Mentality
Lennes.
85. 186; White, Herbert. 81, 193%.
For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
(Requiring two years of collegiate
BOTANISTS OBSERVE
“Our present age will go down
for admission.)
TREES AND SHRUBS Jacobs,work
Theodore, 126 credits in through history as the age of meas
urements of the various mental ca
Classes in the Botany department law; McGuire, Virginia, 127; Niles,
Russell. 126; Silvernale. Grant, 126; pacities,” said Professor W. R. Ames
went on an observation field trip Tues
Stark, Albert P., 131; Wilson, Virgil. of the department of education in his
day, to study trees and shrubs.
130.
talk on the subject of “The Why and
One section under the supervision
For the Certificate of Completion
of Professor Paul Graff went in the
How of Mental Tests” at the Open
of Law Course
morning a t 10 o’clock and the other
Forum in the University church last
Lockwood, Roy, 126%.
section, led bv Professor J. W. Sev-. _
. .... .
, _
.
,
. : ,
*1 . 1 1
For the Certificate of Supervisor of night.
cry. went In the afternoon at 1 o dock.
a ... . . . . . . ......
Public School Music
“Many embryo geniuses,” said Pro
Both classes went through Greenough
Pederson, Anna. 59%, 118%; Rec fessor Ames, “are often misguided
park and over Waterworks hill.
tor. Lucille, 55, 100.
from the direction of their most
For the Degree of Bachelor of
adaptable vocation and consequently
Mary McCormick of Shelby is conScience in Pharmacy
are reduced to intellectual mediocrity
nfif'd to her Toom at Craig hall be
Halvorson, Theodore B.. 72, 187%; as a result of the faulty foresight on
cause of illness.
Reichle,. Martha G.. 69. 189.
the part of their elementary instruct
For the Degree of Pharmaceutical ors. Early tests would discover their
Chemist
natural tendencies and insure against
Murray. Kenneth P., 69, 148; probable ‘mis-calling.’ The student’s
THE DRUGGIST
140.
interest and energy towards a sub
For the Degree of Graduate in
ject marks the degree of success he
—
Pharmacy
will meet with that subject. To prom
Bjorgum, iJtartin C., 66, 103; Buck ise the most available satisfaction in
ingham, Helen L., 63, 104; Carkeek. his work he must possess a sufficient
523 North Higgins
Elmer T., 63, 104; Caswell, Belle F.. amount of zeal for that subject.”
Avenue
63, 104; Davies. Melvin C.. 63. 123;
Mr. Ames traced the late develop
Deighton, Audrey M., 63, 104; Good ment of the movement saying that
night, Thomas A., 64, 99; Jones, Hel more progress has been made in that
en C., 63, 116; Longpre, Arthur, 63, field in the last fifteen years than in
104; Melchoir, Florence, 63. 108; P a r all of the preceding centuries. He
Near N. P.
sons, Leonard R., 63, 104; Powell, stated that the movement was orig
Jack E., 63. 98; Vincent, Charles A., inated when the business world called
Depot
00, 104; Walker, Theodore J., 63. for a greater degree of efficiency.
108.
“Comparatively it is a new* movement
Fifty-nine students were recom but now that it has been inaugurated
mended to receive the University it has come to stay,” he continued.
Certificate of Qualification to Teach, “The test will undoubtedly be further
as follows;
developed ip the future and the only
'
Adams, Helen E . Biology; Allan. remaining obstacle is to perfect the
—at—
Eliza )eth. History; Baptist. Winifred present tests and discard those that
E., ■Miysieal Educa ion; Bates. Dor- prove impracticable.”
otliy A., History; Beck, Esther H..
The practice is especially adaptable
(E at Good Bread)
History and Political Science; Beck to teaching as many of the instructors
with, Alice M.. Library Economy; are not accurate in their grading.
J. W. THORNBURG, Prop.
Beckwith, Anna. Biology: Boileau, Professor Ames illustrated the ap
Violet M.. French; Bryson, Ruth E.. plication of various tests, especially
Phone 505 204 S. 3rd St. W.
Business Administration; Buzzetti. for educational purposes. He showed
Dona L., French; B.v<£ Bertha L.. the comparison of the system with the
Phone or leave orders for
Education; Bye. John O., Education; grade curve that is practiced on this
parties.
»/
Churchill. Bernard F„ Sociology; campus and showed a striking .sim
Oorkill, Julia M., Home Economics: ilarity. There are two classifica
Dnhlberg. George P., Business Ad tions of tests: the standardized test
ministration; Davis. Olive E., Eng which calls for accuracy in a specified
lish; Dickson. Elvn M.. History; Dion, length of time and the scale test based
TOILET AND SHAVING Marie. History; Dykins. Dora. Phys
on the comparison of the work in
REQUISITES
. ical Education; Fitzpatrick, Marian, question
with a prepared chart.
JPhysical Education; Carver. Jeanat the
* I nette, English; Gibson. Emery M., “Placement examinations which are
gradually being introduced into all of
Economics; Graham, Robert C.. Busi
the pleading universities and in time
South Side Pharmacy
ness Administration; Graves, Erma
will be employed in nil branches of
L.t English; Harris, Margaret F.,
education,” said Mr. Ames, in con
French; Holly, France#,E.. English:
clusion, “is closely related to this
Howitson. Harold E., Mathematics;
system. It insures fairness on the
James, Ruby M., English: Kelley,
part of the instructors as any ques
Frank T., History; ICurtsahn. Peggy
tionable grades o r decisions can be
II.. Fine Arts; Larsen, Esther L..
easily traced to the prepared chart.”
Botany;
Leary.
Marie
M„
Psychology:
/
Rev. John R. Hahn, sponsor of the
Phone 528-w
Lebkicher. Virginia. Spanish; Leslie,
Opep Forum, announced -that Profes
Ma.vbelle J., Business Administration;
H. W. BALSLEY, Prop.
sor N. J. Lehnes of the Mathematics
Lukens, Helen W.. Spanish; McGreg
department ttould address the Open
or, Helen G.. English; McLeod, Helen
Forum Thursday night, May 21, on
C.. English; McRae, Catheryn S.,
the subject of “When the Dull Go to
Physical Education; Mengon, Alice, School.”
For Best Shoe Repairing Business Administration; Mohrherr,
Esther,
Mathematics;
Munro,
Helen
—Seer—
E., Home Economics; Partoll, Lena Spanish; Robinson, Valentine. Eng
Leading Shoe Repair Shop L., Library Economy; Pease, Gertrude lish; Ross, Ethel, French; Sohoen514 S. Higgins Ave.
. L., Biology; Prescott, Marion, His born, Mary E.', English; Smith, Bessie
v
tory; Rector, Dorotlm E., Physical A.. Psychology; Taylor, Roscoe R.,
J. A. Lacasse
Education; Reynolds, .. Helen M.. Education; Tintinger, Lincoln, Busi
ness Administration; Vogel, Margaret
0.. Spanish; White, Dorothy, Physical
Education: Wilhelm, Henrietta Ik.
Spanish; Wilson, Anna B., Spanish:
MEET ME AT
Windus, Wallace. Chemistry; Wood
ard. Miriam, English; Wright, Helena
M., English.
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WOMEN'S EXCHANGE
Edison Home Bakery

Paschal Studio

Kelley’s Cigar^Store

Where All the Boys Meet
\/
F O U N T A I N IN C O N N E C T I O N

LET HOPPY DO IT!

HOPKINS TRANSFERJ^OMPANYv/

38

Phone
Phone
“WE HURRY’’

EXPERT HAIRCUTTING BY EXPERT BARBERS

Florence Hotel Barber Shop
Under Kelly’s—A. F. Hamilton, Prop.
Men, women and children carefully barbered in
our clean and well-equipped shop.

RAIMIS

Mai
Ne
of Butte, who has
been ill in the hospital for the past
week, left Tuesday for her home.

PUZZLE ANSWER
The following is the answer to
the cross-word puzzle of Tuesday’s
issue.

S

“Old Irish Cradle Song”
“Romance”
Piano solos by Bernice Berry
“From Coast to Coast”
Song by members of Kappa Alpha
Use Wave Length
Theta Chapter
Sigma Alpha Fraternity
entered the field for the- nomination
“Ob,
Mabel”
An appeal was sent over the ai
for secretary.
Paul Devore and last night through station KUOM fo: “Because They All Love You”
B urtt Smith are running for busi assistance in helping to find Joseph! Orchestra personnel — La Rue
ness manager. Woodard Dutton and II. Whitehead and William A. White- f^ ,onin piano; Martin Bjorgum, vioLouis Stevens want to edit the Kair head, sons of Mrs. Dora B. White- Iin; ,T* Lamar P oull banjo; George
min and W alter Sanford,.is the only head, of 3040 Warren avenue, Chi- BorcIier*- alto sax: Don McLaughlin,
candidate for yell king.
| cago. Illinois. The boys disappeared ® melody six.
For the past two weeks the cam Sunday, August 24, 1924, on the trail “Plantation Medley”
pus has been in a turmoil with pre between Granite Park chalets and I ^ al,£hty Medley
dictions as to nominees and possible the Lewis hotel in Glacier national I B?rflonnel Lester Colby
Fred i
candidates. Confiabs, at all hours, by | park, Montana.
I Staat- *Tohn Crockett.
campus factions and bosses have been
The brothers left Chicago on Aug ’To the Ladies”
in session working out dope sheets ust 15, for a two weeks’ vacation.
Fred Staat
and making the usual predictions as They had mapped out an itinerary in
J. Lamar Doull, banjo acecomp.
“Nobody
Knows
What a Red Iiot |
to the outcome.
detail before leaving home, and had
Mamma Can Do”
George Boldt, president of the stu followed it faithfully up to the time
“Rock-a-bye My Baby Blues”
dent body, has appointed Hubert of their disappearance.
Sigma Alpha Orchestra
White, chairman, Helen McGregor
Rewards totaling .$1,700 have been
Violin solo:
and Gertrude Lemire as an election offered for information leading to the
“La Serenade”
committee to handle the balloting at whereabouts of the brothers.
Martin Bjorgum
the primaries Tuesday.
Musical selections by Kappa Alpha
La Rue Thomas, accompanist
Theta, including piano solos by Miss I
“
Fragments”
Bernice Berry and vocal solos by!
Lee Merrill
Foresters to Plant
Mrs. W alter H. McLeod, the Sigma
orchestra, and a track meet Novelty Number
Many Kinds of Trees Alpha
George Borchers, saxophone
talk by Dr. J. P. Rowe, concluded the
J. Lamar Doull, banjo
evening’s program.
“The Pal That I Loved Stole the Gal
The program is as follows:
The Forestry school nursery, which
That
I Loved”
“That Ain’t the W orst of I t Either”
was started last year by the members
Accompanied by Les Colby
A reading by Maureen Desmond
|
“Titinn”
of the freshman class in forestry, is Concert Polka
progressing quite rapidly, according
A piano solo by Gladys Wilson
I “Lazy W aters”
Sigma Alpha Orchestra
to Dean T. C. Spaulding. The nur “A Father’s Nightmare”
“Interscholastic Track Meet Week,
A
reading
by
Ruth
Gonzer
sery is located behind 4he carpenter
May
12
to 15,” a talk by Dr. J. P.
shop at the base of Mount Sentinel, “Your Smile”
Rowe.
and includes four acres. At present “The Birth of Morn”
Vocal solos by Mrs. W alter H.
only one acre of this is under cultiva
tion.
McLeod
Ann Stephenson of Butte has been
confined to the North hall infirmary
The purpose of the nursery is to “O Sola Mio”
A
violin
solo
by Francos D udii
for the past week because of illness.
experiment and raise trees suitable to
Catherine Calder of Laurel was
the Montana climate. More than “Who’ll Buy My Lavender?”
taken to St. Patrick’s hospital Tues
10,000 seeds and specimens are now “In a Garden”
Vocal solos by Nan Walsh
day, for an operation on hdr ear.
included in the garden, and it is the
aim of the Forestry school to increase
this amount 10 times in the near
future.
The freshmen foresters gather
seeds in the fall of the year, plant the
—quality
seeds and take care of the nursery
—service
during their four years a t Montana.
a
—beauty
Practically all of the seeds that are
fS 6 \
—value
planted are gathered in or around
\m )
—satisfaction
Missoula.

Campus Political Pot Boils
As Students File Petitions

The campus political pot has been
uncovered. -Platforms are in the mold
getting into form to be extolled at
the student convocation Monday, May
11, at 4 o’clock and then to be for
gotten. Four, candidates for presi
dent will h av e' their names on the
ballot in the ASUM primaries Tues
day, May 12.- Archie Blair, Oscar
Dahlbcrg, Jack Norvell and Einar
Stronines filed their petitions and al
ready the campus pre-political gos
sip, which has been only an undercur
rent for the past month, has become,
to come extent, a' subject of open
conversation (excluding the secret
campus confiabs of the politicians).
Beulah Gagnon and Winifred Wil
son have announced their candidacy
for vice-president. Helen Rothwell,
Marie Neeley and Anne Miller have

SODA

MOSIASA

Radio News

You Receive More

Foresters to Select
Club Officers Soon
Jack Baggs, Raymond Bitney, L(
Merryfield and Ray Canfield are can
didates for the office of president of
the Forestry dub as a result of a
meeting held last Wednesday night in
the library of the Forestry building.
Raymond Bowers, Sam Harris, Tom
Van Meter and Howard Ilawk wit
run for vice-president; Donald Shaw
Harry Van Winkle and Tom Van
Meter, secretary; John Thompson.
Matt Spencer. Foy Yeatts and Edward
Dunston, treasurer.
The final election will take place
at the next regular meeting of the
club May 20.
Remley Myers, president of the
dub, was selected by the members to
take charge of getting in touch with
the Forestry school alumni for the
Alumni Challenge Field that will be
built at Montana this summer.
Following the business meeting^ re
freshments were served

Library Assistants
Busy This W eek
The second call for source themes
from the freshman English classes
has added, extra work on the library
assistants. Students are making u
continual call for books and magazines
for source material. Many students
get five to eight books a t a time, and
many are turned away for shortage of
appropriate material.
A large numebr of educational, psy■hoipgy and economic. source'- hooks
hare been placed on the. rental reserve
desk. These hooks are loaned put to
students for one cent an hour.
Tills, charge is made to compensate
the library fpr wear and tear on the
books and is" really a big saving to the
students, for most universities and
colleges require students to. purchase
all their own reference books. The
library lost over 200 volumes from
the reading room last year, and the
rental reserve serves a s 'a check from
such loss.

I

A t The Blue Parrot'
(Missoula’s Original)

Tea House

Low rates for Student dinners and banquets.

515 University Avenue

A Complete Line of

Pamts-Varnishes-Enamels-Bnishes

John C. Dimond, ’27. of Havre, and
Norvald Ulvestad, ’27, of Missoula,
will be manager and assistant man
ager respectively of South hall, men’s
dormitory, for the coming year. This
selection was made by the dormitory
board Wednesday afternoon.
R. W. Neill and Russell Niles, man
agers of the hall for this year, will
receive degrees at the end of the
spring quarter and do not expect to
return to the. University next year.
Four proctors for South hall will
he selected by the board sometime in
near future.
Sigma Alpha fraternity announce
the pledging of Gordon T. Cornell of
Sturgeon Bay, W isconsin..
Second-year Spanish students at
the University of Oregon arc to work
on cross-word puzzles as a class ex
ercise.

Our $5 Portraits Will Plosso You
Kodak Finishing

Framing

Miller’s Barber Shop

Correct Haircntting
—for—
J Men and Women

Under First National Baak

The

New Grill
THE PLACE
OF GOOD EATS

Telephone 1487-J
111 West Main

WHEN YOU THINK OP
SHOES THINK OF

COLUNG"
303 Higgins Avenue

Hot Dogs and Beer
M U R P H Y ’S C O R N E R

WE CAN DO IT BETTER

Mosby’s
Missoula Electric
Supply ✓ Co.
132 North Higgins

has been added to our line of building materials.
Brighten up your home—this is the enamel age.

Perry Fuel & Cement Co.
PHONE 400

244 Higgins Avenue

The First National Bank
of Missoula
MONTANA’S OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK

New York University School of Retailing
Experience in New York’s Newark’s and Brooklyn’s largest de
partment stores. Earn while ^ou train to be an executive. Store
service linked with classroom instruction.

Established 1873
4% Interest and National
Bank Protection for Your
- Savings

Certificate................... M. S. in Retailing
Fall term opens September 17, 1925.
Summer School July 7 to August 14, 1925
Illustrated booklet on application. For further information write
Dr. Norris A. Brisco/ Director, .100 Washington Square, New York
City.

Brunswick Records

Capital.........$100,000.00
Surplus and - Undivided
Profits ...... 135,000.00
Total Re
sources ..$3,850>000,00

BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPHS
BRUNSWICK RAOIOLAS
LATEST SHEET MUSIC

SCHAEFER MUSIC COMPANY
Phone 609

PRINTING
X
H UM

Board Chooses Men
to H ead Dormitory

Haugen's Home Studio
iX 634 South Sixth St. WMt

We
Do

^ —Promptly
Tastefully
Distinctively
Your individual needs and desires are given
our careful attention.

The New Northwest
432 NORTH HIGGINS AVENUE
Phone 530

Western Montana
National Bank
’Tis a Pleasure to Serve

Missoula
Trust & Savings'
Bank
Missoula, Montana
Capita] and Surplus
$250,000.00

DIRECTORS:
J. M. Keith, Sid J. Cof- f
fee, John R. Daily, H. I
P. Greenough, G. T. jl
McCullough, W. M. t
Bickford, R. C. Gid- \
dings.
4 Per Cent Interest Paid on
Savings and Time Deposits
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K A I MI N

FROSH TRACKSTERS SORORITIES STRIVE
10 ENTER CONTESTS Will PLAY OnE GAME LEAR MISSOULA HIGH1 FOR CAMPUS TITLE

TANA’S BALL T0S8ERS
STRENGTHEN

baseball
, Spring Practice Will End With Final
Tliiesday with n
Scrimmage; Prospects for 1925
id of the first |
Gamma nod th e !
Are Promising
day'si compel ition with the Milisoulaj
WednesdiAy Phi J
high
itliletes.. Slow timir was Alphi
isjkjcft Coining Wednesday
m Delta and
nmd<» in the
I9C Of Beta
Wli.ii Mtronir Corps of
mmi
from Sigma I
One look at our -alleys
er the In a stirang winill.' Adam's of the frosh
id that about, ha
Moundittent
tells you that they are in
was
high
poin
t
man
of
the
day
with
j
mined to be soldClark wil
i High schools all over the state are
aft
fbllows:
perfect alignment and as
10 ||pints. .1ones of the high tichool i
candidate
spring
football
i sending out reports that they wWI
)j»n Delta 5
ooth as they could pon
was second with 8. The meet will J Phi Beta 17,
ly he made. They are a
•innan 12, Sigma
first prac be e<included today. Members <if the i Kappa Knppi
, enter strong and in soma casta well*
rk ha
delight to the eye of the'
faJin* balanced teams to the Intersoholastic rriettd. A nu
Thii eontee high school opinion expressed1 the!
t- tire game of the
of othe
expert.
>hu
Chi
Delta
d{ in ! meet next Wednesday, Thursday, Fri- tees reported they had sold o large u.jjj
Omega
|
Aii
opinion that they would make ai h et-|
the pring training.
“A Healthy Pleasure'*
11
raah* day and Saturday. If only half of this portion of their tickets.
'p
The spring grulsters have only a ter ishowing in today's events
The news Is true the 1925 meet promises
Th c result s of yesterday's eventsj Alpha : Delta 14. Kappai Alpha
Yesterday morning the team work- j few
few
signals,
hut
Coach
Clark
is
anx
Theta 12.
2 re* | te he one of tho host In the history of era made n final drive in an effort to
are:
lidn’t this Institution. Already 89 high clean up the work. They held a ious to see them in action so that he
This afternoon at 5 o'clock Phi j
220 yard dash—Time, 25:4. Thom
1 1 9 E . Cedar S t.
oufh to f
very | schools have entered men and more luncheon at the Palace hotel and in can better determine the strength of as, Missoula; McDonald, frosh; E l Beta is scheduled to play Delta Gam
i extendio frrery are expected. Last year 79 schools the afternoon a “mopup” committee the 1025 football team. At present, more, Missoula.
ma and the out of town team will J
prospects
are
unusually
good.
Mon
Billiards
and Bowling
rlllow entered 467 contestants. It Is ex- cleaned up most of the tickets.
12 lb. shot put—Distance, 42 feet play Alpha Xi Delta. The games!
tana should have n line next fall that
i pected that there will be more than
At a meeting of the Chamber com will average around 180 pounds, as 10 inches. Whitcomb, frosh; Jones. were to be played yesterday but be
J£*m
-Rick
Cigar Jlort
cause of bad weather were postponed!
both 467 entered this year.
mittee and the Interscholastic com against a 165-pound line last year. Missoula; Liskum, frosh,
50v yard
.**»*vi dash—Time.
iniou— 11ui»:. v6 sec.
»cr. Adnu- • until today. Saturday the semi-finals
mittee held yesterday. Dr. Rowe told The backfield will be a little heavier
le finals, i
erubf
j
r, frail.; Mannix. Missoula; Don- J w,n ** t>U^ ,‘ nn<1 Mo"«l
of the plans for the entertainment of and considerably more experienced.
After losing to W.8.0. 6*0 t
on the mot I in the season, Gonzaga turned around I the visitors. “Som
elties are be- N Jiggs Da hi berg. Grant Silvernalc Ion, frosh.
instead of
Discus—Distance.
104
feet
3
inches.
“and
several
land whipped the Cougars 5-4, getting j ing arranged/' he
and Wee Maudlin are the only men of
*ond* and 8to
12 bits to their opponents' 7. Those speakers will be chosen.*' Dr. Rowe last, year's squad who will be graduat .Tones, Missoula; Liskum, frosh; B. A lpha Chis to Give
Graham, frosh.
( scrappy Bulldogs certainly can clout expect8 Governor J. E. Erickson to ed. John Shaffer, who played
Thin shift
tin
Installation B all
be in Missoula Thursday of the meet. last year, is working on the sports jI 440 yard run—Time, 53:3. Adams.
rsehide.
Kelly,
CARDS AND M O T TO ES
>now, frosh; Lammieux, MisThe Treasure State Quartet, of department of the San Francisco
•n't been out for pract i since
| Alpha «Chi Omega sorority will hold j
oula. «
,
Butte will again appear on the cam Chronicle.
Looks like tho Oregon Aggies are
lined his ankle in tl
first
),
frosh;
j
b
s
third
annual
Installation
Ball
in
Mile—Time.
4:59.
K.
Dav
pus. giving several selections in front
Dewayne Johnson and Charley
•troag title contenders this year.
fracas, may he able to cat
Yhe Elks’ temple, Saturday. May 9.
of the grand stand'on Thursday and Coleman; two J ilkely looking canS-1 Gri®D- frosh: Jacohson- Min oiiln.
They troancod Idaho 8-2 Tuesday with
Wednesday when Washing!
I Representatives of a ll,other women's I
Friday afternoons.
dates, are among the men who have!
the
Vandals'
star
pitcher,
Erickson,
r. In case hr is, Berg, who
groups on the campus. Maureen Des
Commenting on the entries at the returned to school to bolster up the
hitring hette of late, will hurling. O.A.C. slapped his offerings meet, he said that more entries than
mond. Hamilton. Gertrude Maloney of
eleven. The freshmen who are going i
take fthoehorlian
ice in right for 12 hits, while Tebb hold Idaho ever before bad been received from to make Competition lively and in j
the University of Idaho. Isabel
to four binglos.
field.
Hutchinson.
Whitcfish,
Dorothy
schools located at a considerable dis some cases make sledding tough for
Little ia know
Dodge. Missoula, and Mrs. Claude
Coach Tubby
tance from Missoula.
the veterans, are: Colby, center;
205 W. Front
Phono 195
Kill. Scnttle. will be guests at the
warriors, except that he has
Tuesday, W.8.C., with Becker
Plans for decorating the campus, Whitcomb, tackle; T. Hodges, quar
We have the plant, the help, and
dance.
twirling staff. E. Tesreau, a chucking, beat Washington 0-3. Tes welcoming the contestants, and en ter; W. Hodges, quarter; Sam Kain.
Mr
the idea. We clean everything.
and Mrs. A. F. LeClnire. Mr.
fast half hurler. Lefty Jones! reau and Jones did the mound duty tertaining them during the track meet halfback; Brittenham, end; H. Bailey,
^
ami Wriphi make up the chucking for the Huskies.
j and Mrs. J. E. Miller. Mr. and Mrs. We give daily service.
have been completed by the student- center, and Vierhus, tackle.
Bear Paws discussed and made final f . II. Olapp, Mr. and Mrs. II. H Parcrew. Air ho lgli (Toiiph Graves has
Interscholastic committee, o f which • Other men who have been out and
arrangements
for
the
handling
of
the
sons,
and
Mrs
Harriet
R.
Sod
man,
are
only
VS era ns from last year's
Ralph Fields is chairman.
still have suits are: Hudson, end;
squad. hi youngste rs liav been showAn arch, 20 feet high and 40 feet Streit, tackle;" Houston, halfback: contestants and visitors at the 22nd to be chaperones,
Jng w •II •non gh to make Washington
Graduation Books, Mottoes,
wide, will be placed at the entrance j Cowan, guard; Cogswell, guard; S. annual Intersoholastic track meet a t | Sheridan's will furnish the music.
ke
look
a fi st di pinion club.
has a good point getter In Hanson, of the campus early next week, ac Larson, end; Rognlien, end; Ander a meeting held in Main hall Wednes
Cards and Gifts, at #
Louise Talbot returned to school
In Ills gitme* this year Coach
cording to Fields. The arch ftill son, end; W. Blue, lineman; Cole- Jday night.
Robert Harper, chairman of the Wednesday after visiting a few days
Grave ISM been using Walby and
have a “welcome" to the visitors and man, guard; Ring, guard; Shattuck,
in
Butte.
transportation
committee,
announced
Boyd
contestants
and
at
night
will
be
lightilnd the Plate, Leavers at.
Will come as a hurdler.
guard; Overturf, end; McLaughlin,
OFFICE SUPPLYCOMPANY
first. At flit at second, Tackson and
----I ed with flood lights. The commit- end; Wright, lineman; Brewster, that he had over 50 cars signed up
j?.- “ EVERYTHING FOR THE OFFICE **
Hyller ffr n a third, L. Tesreau, a
Idaho smothered the Whitman mis-1 *ee baa a^s0 completed plans for the backfield; Edge, guard; Johnson, both for use during the meet. It will be Bob Warden and Howard Varney.
MISSOULA. MONT.
heavy St ckor at hort, and Maylor, sionariea 109-26 in a recent dual meet decoration of the campus and will be backfield and lineman, and Mains, the duty of the Bear Paws to handle This committee will act as an infor
Shago and McKenzie in the garden.. at Moscow. Whitman showed best
I these cars, and to get them down at mation bureau for the visitors and
wopk on this the first of next guard.
Montana will line up t te same as form in the sprints while Idaho ored eek. Tom Van Meter is chairman
the trains at the time designated.
have charge of their entertainment.
usual except that Berg win chase heavily in the field
ents and dis- j °* *!,c decoration committee and is
Comittees and their duties follow:
Two cars, driven by Bob Harper
LOST
file* i
Ifflit instead of Sboebotham tance runs.
supervising the construction of the
Reception committee—Andy Cogs- and James Garlington. will bear a
-------->i ^Wholesale aid Retail
or Wo nd
arch. Arnold Gillette is in charge of
A pair of horn rimmed tinted well, chairman. Phil Ring. Gene My- sign “Visitors.” These cars will be
Dealers le
The b atter es fo the contest will
Great Falls high has so many boys the a rt work for the decorations.
glasses In leather case. Finder please era, Bob Nofsinger, Jack Dimond and at the disposal of all the. contestants
be;
Fraternity and sorority houses will return to Forestry school office In Leonard Young. This committee will during the meet.
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Me man
O'Connor; Kelly. out for spring football that there are
Wash! ngton— E. T eareau or Jones; not enough suits to go around. About l,c decorated with University colors, Plnchot half.
FISH. POULTRY Asd
| meet the teams at the station, take
Chief Grizzly Burtt Smith will be
Walhy
50 are reporting regularly.
and the student store lias offered a
OYSTERS
CARL BEALL.
them to the checking desks and pro- chief dispatcher and will have a desk
—
pennant or large blanket for the best
----------------------;------cure cars to take them to their quar- in the Northern Pacific station, where
Bootmee th •old a rt c< uldn’t come
Packers of
Thu Suattlu relay oaraivat will be decorated house. The “M” on Mount
the incoming contestants and coaches
Sol Hepner leaves today for Ilel- ters.
ictkf games were played with
DaCo
Entertainment committee — Eddie will receive their orders. Fred Lowe
ssouls this week. The two run off tomorrow. Coaoh Stewart i Sentinel will be lighted with fusees ena, where he will visit his mother
(Trade Mark)
yosterday morning with two re Thursday and Friday night of the Mother’s day.
J Reeder, chairman. Jimmie Graham, will assist Smith at the desk.
*re to have met on tl Varsity
HAMS, BACON, LARD
meet.
lay
teams,
the
medley
and
half
mile,
Wednesday.
Phoeet 117-1 IS
A parade of the contestants will
aad a weight maa. Sweet will be en1/
111-113 W. Frost
tered In the special 100 and 220 yard, sta rt from the gymnasium, go around
dashes. Russ has a wonderful chance rite oval and out to Dornblaser field
te bring home some bacon. Al Blu- at the opening of the meet, Thursday
parade will be the
monthal will enter tho special shot j afternoon,
pening of the da,
put eveat. Gillette. Lowary, Stark feature of th
Coyle and Ritter also made tho trip told events. The Grizzly band as
What Is a Bottled
to enter the relays.
well ns the Kalispeli high school 55Carbonated Beverage!
■
piece band, will assist in the parade.
Cane Sugar plus Fruit Add
Jones of Missoula high ought to ^ aj ° r George L. Smith has charge
plus U. S. Certified Color and
give a good account of himself in the
G*® event which is modeled on the
Fruit
Flavor, mixed with 0 0 2
weights during the Intersoholastic Proce8S»on at the Olympics,
Pure
Water
(Carbonated
meet. He took first place in the disBear Paws and Tanans, sophomore
Water),
hermetically sealed la
cus and second in the shot-put in yes- ,lonorapy societies, will meet all cona Sterilized Bottle.
. I testants and take them to their rooms.
terday’s meet with the State Ui
itys frosh.
I Visitors'* cars will be available to all
Majestic Bottling Co.
--------contestants according to Robert Har____- le at your strvlee
A yearling, Adams, ran the 440 yes- *)er* chairman of the transportation
Phone 252
We Deliver
terday afternoon in 53 3*5 seconds committee, each day of the meet.
-----------------------------agaittt a strong wind. He looks like
good Varsity material for next year.

SPORTY-VENTS

.

THE IDLE HOUR

um ;

Mother’s Day

M cK A Y A R T 'f c o .

Master Cleaners and Dyers |

TO MEET VISITORS

The John R. Daily Co.

J

Missoula high school may placo in 1
tho wolgbts and opriats In tho Intor- \
ocfcotastfo moot She la, however. ]
handicapped because Sparrenberger. I
j bar otar track maa, la Ineligible be
cause of ago. In practiee thla spring
bo broke tho etate rcoord in tho high
Professor E. L. Freeman of the
jnmp and tied tho 50 yard dash reoerd.
English department addressed the
Press club on “The Montana Kaimin'*
LOST
a t a meeting in Marcus Cook hall
ir 1»»*J Elgin watch; initial, F. Wednesday night.
“I think the Kaimin is a first class
M. M. on kook. Lost It nttn't gym■Mini*. Return to F. Morrill or newspaper," said Professor Freeman
Gertrude Duel of New York is Kalml* ohlc. Rew.nl
in opening, “and I think that without
shown wearing a hand-decorated
exception it is the beat college news
“•weal” shirt—a fad started by col
LOST
paper I have ever seen.”
lege track men. The girls have taken
Professor Freeman stressed fonr
op the idea with enthusiasm and now
A gnir ef kora rimmed glaum la
it'n all the rage. Comics are hand leather ease. Return t« telephone cardinal points in which he thought |
H on the shirts with plain India kontk.
the Kaimin could be improved. These
MABELLE WINCHESTER.
four points are:
L “I have a feeling that the Kai
min ia not as representative of campus
interests as it might be."
2. “The Kaimin coulu oe. instru
mental in establishing a greater re
lationship between the faculty ami the
went into Egypt, carrying the produ
students."
Re
4ct, “buying from one another** had
3. “The Kaimin seems to be ad
verse to criticism of things as they
When Mr. J. O. Penney arrived at Keromerer. Wyoming, it>
the Spring of 1902, economical, modern-day, national distribu
4. “The Kaimin is too democratic,
tion of good* through the channel of chain department stores
especially in the choosing of editor.
had its inception.
I
should
like to see the editor chosen
The history of the growth and success of the Stores that
by a small group, such as a board of
bear the name of Mr. Penney reads like a book of romance
journalism."
Right 1Haling, Value and Service.
™'
As to minor improvements. Profes
It marks an era of progressive atorekeeping
sor Freeman pointed to the reviews
i
^
of debates, dramatic productions, and
| concerts, which he believes are not as

HERBICK’8 FAMOUS
ICE CBEAM AND
SHERBETS

JOURNALIST MEETING

Contrasting the
Old With the New

0RDKR3 TAKEN FOR

HIKERS' LUNCH ~
CHIMNEY CORNER TEA ROOMS

flo lo p ro o f Jfasiert/

“Yes, We Make P uck”

For slender, pretty ankles
—this lovely hosiery

Yellow Cab Co.
Phono I I 0 0 phon*
‘'MISSOULA’S FINEST
—Low Bates—

Schranun-Hebard Heat Go.

In newest colors

Freek aad Salt Meats. FWi,
Peeltry aad Oysters

Come in now and see the prettiest hosier}’ of the season!

Pkeae I2S

417 Nertk IMu i e t

So sheer and dainty that ever}' girl and woman wants a
pair. With the newest colors in delicate, perfect brilliance.
Holeproof Hosiery has durability to match exquisite ap

Flaeet Home Prepared TMsfe te
^
Eat

pearance. So it is truest economy to wear this fine hosier}'.

The Coffee Parlor Cafe
Seda Foaatala la Conaeetlea
Open (real 7 a. m. eetll 11:30 p. «.

A complete stock awaits you.

Seamless, $1.00 and up
Full-fashioned, $2.00 and up
Silk, silk-faced and lisle

M is s o u ia M e r c a m t l e

C laire B eau ty Shop
Miss Claire Lein
111 Higgins Ave.
Phone 1941
Montana
Missoula

l /

C o.

Butte Cleaners
“Kleaners That Klean”
A PETEItSOX, Prop.

